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HEINZ <?. 

ABSIS.ACI 

Historical, political, economic, and social 

evolution in Germany during the late thirteenth 

and the following centuries outdated chivalry and 

its ideals, linnesang, one form of literary 

expression of the courtly period declined, because 

the discrepancy between the ideal world and the 

real world could no longer be reconciled, The 

new Middle Class of the growing cities assumed the 

obligation to continue the tradition of Minnesang. 

In this new environment however, linnesang lost 

its identity and an entirely different genre was 

created: Meistergesang. She Meistersinger 

organized into strict and exclusive schools and 

developed for its supervision a statute, which they 

called the Tabulatur. This Tabulatur contained 

rules for the writing of the songs and for every 

activity connected with the schools and its members. 

This thesis attempts to outline and analyze 

the Meistersinger's need for technical aids and 

organisational patterns closely resembling their 

own professional guilds. Furthermore, this thesis 

suggests that the very same Tabulatur, intended to 

unite and establish the Meistersinger movement behind 

common methods and goals, was in part responsible 

for the mediocrity of Meistergesang and its decay. 



Obviously, the entire scope of the leister- 

gesang era cannot be explored in this thesis* 

There are numerous achievements accredited to this 

group of middle class artisan-poets. We are 

concerned only with the phenomenon of the Tabulatur 

and its specific implications* 
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CHAPTER I 

THE HISTORICAL SETTING 

With the close of the crusades (1270), chivalry 

lost its ideal background; and the knights slowly 

lost their prestige* European acquaintance with the 

Chinese invention of gunpowder during the thirteenth 

century, and further developments in armor and forti¬ 

fications and the invention of firearms in the four¬ 

teenth and fifteenth centuries, changed the methods 

1 
of warfare. Large numbers of footsoldiers, instead 

of heroic individuals, were now needed; and the knight 

became an “outdated" piece of war machinery much as 

the airplane has become with the rise of a missile- 

defense-system in our own age* Relatively stabilized 

political conditions, which returned with the ascension 

of Rudolf von Habsburg in 1273; extensive trade with 

the orient as a direct result of the crusades; the 

^Walter T* Wallbahk, Alastair M. Taylor and 
Pels M# Bailkey, Civilizations Past and present 
(Chicago, 1962), p."235* See 'also" Robertson, 
A History of German Literature, 4th. ed. (Edinburgh 
ahd"’"L,ohdoh", IW J V'PP ."'W-TSB. 
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rapid growth of the population? and the decline of 

serfdom brought expansion, strength, power, and im¬ 

portance to the cities, in which a new social class, 

the bourgeoisie, was to assume an unchallenged 

economic position within the next one hundred years. 

The skilled craftsmen, the merchants, and later on 

the bankers, belonging to the group which strengthened 

tiie position of the cities, by virtue of their wealth, 

became as iiportsnt, and even more Important, than 

the aristocracy* The knights now had to struggle 

for their existence and the morally unstable of their 

class turned to the "Raubritterleben. *' The burgher- 

class had been of little importance until they were 

given an opportunity to participate in the prosperity 

which came to the cities* The nobility, on the other 

hand, realizing that their participation in economic 

affairs was vital to their survival, began, to a 

certain extent, to neglect the arts, whose patrons 

they had been for over two centuries. Along with 

financial stability, the new middle class gained 

respect. As their skills were now much needed skills? 

they began to experience a higher standard of living, 

and a feeling of self-confidence. The new leisure 

which had made the nobility lovers and patrons of 

the arts soon produced similar effects on the middle 

class. 
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This new class of townsmen was responsible for the 

leistergesang movement* It becomes necessary to 

examine the bourgeoisie more closely in order to 

establish that it was by its very nature no solid 

foundation for any type of literature to rise to great 

heights* In as much as this essay will be concerned 

mainly with the problem of the Tabiilatur (a compilation 

of rules pertaining to leistergesang), and because the 

oldest Tabulatur in existence today was written during 

the middle of the fifteenth century* it will be en¬ 

lightening to take a closer look at a fifteenth or 

sixteenth century city* These so-called cities should 

more adequately be called towns or villages and had 

very little to do with anything that comes to our minds 

when we think of cities and the meaning we have attached 

to it in the twentieth century* The average population 

of these towns ranged from ten to twenty thousand. The 

whole town (borough) was a compact unit of one of two 

story houses cloistered around and below the castle* 

Livestock ran freely in the narrow streets which were 

unpaved and often littered with refuse* Many of the 

houses had a shop on the ground level, a warehouse in 

the basement, and living quarters on the first floor. 

There was much noise, congestion, and illness* As a 

result of the crusades, which had stimulated an interest 
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in trade with, the orient, traveling and transportation 

routes on land and water became extremely important* 

It is for that reason that most medieval towns were 

located at the dividing points of rivers and around 

castles which stood on or near the traveling routes. 

The citizens of these towns (burghers) earned their 

livelihood entirely from trade itself or those indus¬ 

tries connected with trades administrators who handled 

the bureaucratic aspect of trade, lawyers who settled 

disputes, blacksmiths who shod the horses and rimmed 

the wheels, tailors who suited the merchants, inn¬ 

keepers who boarded the travelers, shoemakers, weavers, 

carpenters. She social hierarchy was as follows* at 

the top, the great merchants and bankers; then, the 

moderately wealthy merchants; and below them, the 

artisans and small shopkeepers; and on the bottom, the 

unskilled laborers. 

professional guilds had been organized as early 

as 1230* She same century and the following brought in¬ 

creased schooling in reading and writing, it brought 

economic growth and political equality. She burghers 

slowly came to think of themselves as a distinct group 

with rights and characteristics of their own. It is 

significant that the wealthier merchants and bankers 

soon separated themselves from the artisan class, and 

it is especially significant that the artisans carried 
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the greatest load of the Meistergesang movement* 

Trade necessitated the use of money. It ms money 

which changed the entire medieval concept of status. 

Heretofore land-holdings had determined social and 

economic position; but now a "bag full of golden 

coins” could bring status to anyone clever and hard¬ 

working enough to collect it. It was trade then, and 

money, which gave rise to the middle class; and it 

ms the city dwellers’ special talent to obtain money. 

This talent made them important and gained them ac¬ 

ceptance and eventually respect. 

The townsmen showed some distinct bourgeois 

traitss a high spirit of enterprise, a constant striv¬ 

ing for an increase in wealth, a desire to obtain govern¬ 

ment posts and to win social prestige, a distinctive 

practical-mindedness, a strong concern for order, and 

2 
a keen interest for the development of the towns. 

Music and dance were introduced into the urban community 

as forms of entertainment. There was a growing desire 

for more efficient means and methods of education, 

which would give the average citizen access to the intel¬ 

lectual and scientific achievements of the past and 

2 
Emil Lucki, History of the Renaissance, I (Salt 

Lake City# 1963), p. I3J. 
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present* The new craving for reading and for a 

“broad" general education was satisfied and received 

an even greater impetus through, the invention of book 

printing with movable type. This more economical type 

of printing provided the greatest possible forum for 

teaching and aroused widespread popular interest in 

political, social, and religious affairs.^ 

But in spite of these significant achievements 

of the middle class, they were by no means a highly 

socially and culturally refined group* Prom the 

fourteenth to the sixteenth century there was in fact 

little refinement. Sex life had become very irregular* 

Adultery and concubinage were no longer as strongly 

resented by law and public opinion. Illegitimate 

children were often brought up together with the le¬ 

gitimate ones. The middle class indulged in eating 

and drinking without any sense of moderation, especial¬ 

ly on festive occasions. Drunkeness, which the Roman 

Tacitus had mentioned as one of the weaknesses of the 

Germanic tribes, again became a national German vice 

in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries* Manners 

were coarse. While knives and forks were fashionable, 

fingers were still considered the most suitable instru- 

^Kurt p. Reinhardt, Germany; 2,000 Years. I 
(Hew York, 1962), pp. lot>-200. 
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meats for eating* At celebration of "Fastnaeht" all 

plunged into unchecked merriment and sensual pleasure* 

As dancing developed into a craze, churchyards, mona¬ 

steries, and church porches were indiscriminately used 

as public ballrooms* obscenity and licentiousness 

characterized not only peasant dances but sometimes 

those of the educated classes as well* public bath¬ 

houses became more and more houses of public amusement 

and finally of moral depravity and prostitution* 

public morals were quite generally at a low ebb.4 It 

becomes apparent that the bourgeoisie was not a cultured 

group by today's or any other day's standards. It is 

important to keep in mind that both crudeness and some 

measure of refinement coexisted and that the litera¬ 

ture which came from among this group of people reflects 

both elements* 

4
Ibid* 
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CHAP! EE II 

SHE RELATIONSHIP OP 

MEISSERGESAKG SO MINNESANG 

She serf, heretofore occupied entirely with the 

sustenance of his life and his dependency upon the 

aristocracy, now having been raised to either the 

class of artisans or merchants in the city, had more 

time to examine just exactly where his place was in 

the social order of his day* He had gained greatly 

with respect to the material things, and now with 

leisure on his hand, time to think about the "things 

of the soul," he soon grew confident that he was ready 

for and able to "afford" a little culture* Refined 

behavior, music and literature had always been the mark 

of the nobility* Now that the city class tod somewhat 

narrowed that financial gap which separated them from 

the aristocracy, the burgher felt that the only thing 

left to do ms to fill that tremendous cultural gap 

in order to become "equal" to the nobility* In fact, 

the Meistergesang movement ms a desperate attempt on 

tile part of the bourgeoisie to bring into their own 

lives some of the eloquent and elated air, and some of 
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the conventions, which they sensed around the nobility. 

As can he expected, the burghers simply copied 

the nobility until, towards the turn of the thirteenth 

century, the middle class had developed some of their 

own concepts and characteristics* 

• •• das reichgewordene Btirgertum (ttbrigens auch 
die Bauemsohaft z.T.) will ebenso hofisch 
seine Kinder erziehen wie der Adel; daher 
turnleren die 3ungen Btirgeroohne miteinander 
und mit den Bittern, sie ft£hren waffen und 
Wappen wie diese und ahmen in alien Lebensfor- 
men diesen nach* paher lemen sie nun auch 
Verse fttgen, sie komponieren und singen.5 

After 1300 writings on courtly manners, table manners, 

propriety and ethics became extremely popular and 

numerous* They all aimed at acquainting the middle 

class with good and refined behavior* (Cato, Renner, 

etc*), in the fourteenth and fifteenth century 

knightly tournaments became a favorite sport and 

entertainment in the city. When tournaments as such 

beoame unfashionable, the Meistersinger continued 

1die idea in the form of hypothetical battles or 

nStreitgedichte"s for instance, Regenbogen wrote of 

the Christian versus the Jew; Sachs, of body versus 

soul, virtues verses vice* 

It can be logically expected that the burghers, 

when adopting a literary enterprise, should choose 

to continue the tradition of the Minnesinger* 

5Wolf gang stammler, "Die wurzeln des Meistergesango," 
Deutsche Vierteljahresschrift, I (1923), p* 532* 
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Kinnesang was the closest and the greatest literary 

movement of their past, and it had belonged to the 

nobility, who, as for now, was the model of all 

middle class aspirations* Another reason motivated 

the burghers* As Knighthood was diminishing, some 

obligation was felt by the burghers, who realized 

that they were rapidly assuming an important position 

in society, to continue the great tradition of 

Hinnesang. Meistergesang was the product of that 

assumed obligation* 

She border between Minnesang and Meistergesang 

is, of course, no distinctive one* The change-over, 

or better to say, the degenerative process from the 

courtly lyric to the burgher lyric came gradually* 

Jacob Grimm in his book Usber den altdeutsohen 

Meistergesang (Goettingen, 1811), maintains that both 

Meistergesang and Minnesang are one and the same, and 

that the lesser degree of perfection achieved by the 

Meistersinger should be indicated simply by referring 

to them as Meistersanger and to the courtly poets as 

Meistersinger* Research has since established that 

the two movements have indeed little more than the 

Meistersinger' s claim as successors of the Minnesinger 

in common* 

pie fatsache, dass die Meistersinger als BUrger- 
liehe einen neuen Stand, und Menschentypus ver- 
treten, d§ss si® als solche von einer neuen 
Gesinnungs- und wertungs- ebene aus ihre Stoffe 
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ergreifen und dichten, daas sie daher in ihrem 
inneraten Sein dureh ganz andersartige Wert-* 
und Bildungserlebnisse geprsgt sind wie die 
hcfisch-ritterlichen Dichter, diese Tatsache 
ist unglsich wichtiger zur Wesensbestimmung 
dee Meistersangs ala die nurmehr auaserliche 
Gemeinsamkeit dee Formkunsttypus beider Dich- 
tungen*® 

Beginning early in the fourteenth century, laymen had 

gathered in "Singbruderschaf ten" for the purpose of 

honoring God by beautifying church services through 

their songs* Many parish churches had their own 

groups which performed regularly* After the church 

services, it was customary to meet at the tavern and 

continue the singing; but this time they sang over a 

glass of beer or wine, completely relaxed, and treating 

the more worldly subjects in their songs* Shis was 

called the "Zechsingen* " When the singing in the 

church was no longer practiced, because of its un¬ 

popularity with church authorities, the choir members 

met separately and gradually began to write their own 

songs and to sing them* The humanists, thinking of 

themselves as the teachers and preservers of good 

literature, "good” by their own definition, opposed 

this middle-class art and prevented its recognition* 

The singers, Meistersinger as they began to vail 

themselves, in a counterattack, soon organised "Sing— 

sohulen" (singing schools) in order to unite their 

Bert Nagel, "Das Stoff-Form-problem des fruehen 
Meistereangs," Deutsche Vierteljahresschrift, XVII 
(1939), p. 344.   
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efforts and to gain recognition* The merchants and 

artisans had united in guilds before in order to 

gain recognition and to monopolize and manage their 

trades and skills; and it made sense to them to 

organize a “singing guild" in order to achieve their 

objectives there. To lend strength to these schools, 

the burghers, with their keen sense for order, re¬ 

alized the need for an organization of the schools* 

A formal institution defining the purpose and objec¬ 

tives of the schools would persuade the city-fathers 

to grant charters which would legalize and protect 

the schools* "Die Meistersinger stellen sich a 

priori auf Seiten der Autoritat. Und so verlangt es 

sie notwendig naeh einer irgendwie legitimen Existenz. 

Obrigkeitliche Bestatigung, Befestigung und Unter- 

sttttzung ist ihr angestrebtes Ziel; sie mdchten eine 

7 
Art stadtischen institutes sein. 

7 
Bert Nagel, "D&s Braiichleben der Meistersinger, 

Archiv fuer Kulturgesohichte, XXV (1935), p* 41. 
!« 
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CHAPTER III 

PROFESSIONAL GUILDS AND SINGING GUILDS 

It logically follows that the Meistersinger, 

when trying to set up an orderly pattern for their 

schools} fashioned them after their professional 

guilds. And as it turned out to be, the singing 

schools were nothing else hut singing guilds* The 

members of the schools needed little readjustment to 

feel comfortable in the type of organization already 

known to them* There are striking similarities 

everywhere between the guilds and the singing schools. 

A young man entering an apprenticeship of his chosen 

trade or skill would progress through certain stages 

of training. He would start as a "Lehrjunge" (ap¬ 

prentice), living at the home of his master under 

close supervision; then advance to a "Geselle" 

(journeyman), and as such go on his "Wanderschaft" 

(journey). Returning home from that journey, having 

received experience in the application of his learned 

skills, he would seek admission into the guild as a 

master. We notice how similar that process is to the 

training of a Meistersinger. The Tabulatur of the 

Memmingen school, published in 1660, outlines the 
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"making of a Meistersinger" as follows: 

Weleher die Tabulator nock nickt recht ver¬ 
st eh t wird ein Schuler, der alles derselben 
weiss, ein Schulfreund; der etliche Ttfn, 
etwa 4 Oder 6 vorsingt, ein Singer; der nach 
anderen Tbnen Lieder macht ein Tichter; der 
aber einen Ton erfindt, ein leister; alls aber, 
so in der Gesellschaft eingesohrieben seyn, 
warden Gesellschafter genennet*® 

It was also the custom for the journeyman to produce 

a piece of craftsmanship, the "Meisterstueck" 

(Masterpiece), applying the principles and skills he 

had learned during his training# Then he submitted 

that product to the guild, whose examiners, masters 

of the trade themselves, would inspect the piece, 

and, if satisfied, grant the title "leister" to the 

candidate#^ In the singing schools a very similar 

procedure was in force# A Dichter would try his 

hand at "inventing" a new melody and writing lyrics 

to that melody, and the "Merker" (judges) of the 

school would declare it worthy of "Meisterschaft" 

or not# As the journeyman had to fill certain 

requirements to be admitted into the guild, so did 

the singer: 

I# muss der Kandidat ehrlicher Geburt und 
von sittlich guten Lebenswandel sein; alle 
leichtfertigen und gottlosen Leute Bind 

8 
Clair Hayden Bell, The leistersingerechule at 

Memmingen and its "Kurtzei&iwerfung,v university of 
UalTfolm^Wblfca’trons’In' Mb’dern" philology, XXXVI 
(1952), p# 82. 

^see Wallbank, p. 193, for an illustration# 
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ausgeechlosaen; 2. muss-der Kandidat in 
einer Prttfung seine reim- und versktmst- 
lerische Fertigkeit erweisen; 3* muss er eine 
Eeihe von TOnenbeherrachenj 4. darf er beim 
Liedvortrag nicht ttber sieben Silben versingen. 
Stimmt danach auch die gesamte Singerschaft 
der Mitgliedsehaft des Kandidaten zu, so wird 
seine Aufnahme verfttgt unter Verpflichtung zu 
dauemder Kunattreue.^-O 

Compliance with, these requirements admitted the singer 

into the guild; and once admitted, he could try for 

"Meisterschaft." The dominantly liturgical back¬ 

ground is noticed in the custom of '"baptizing" the 

apprentice into the guild and the carry-over of this 

practice into the singing schools. This form of 

baptism deteriorated into a hoax in the sixteenth 

11 
century as far as the guilds were concerned, but 

it was practiced in some of the leistersinger schools, 

at least up to the middle of the sixteenth century. 

During this ceremony one of the lerker poured water 

over the candidate, while two others acted as god- 

12 
fathers. Another significant similarity between 

the guild and the singing school was the categorization 

of duties. In the guilds the officers were called 

1GNagel, "Brauchleben,: p. 46, see also Franz 
Streinz, "Der Meistergesang in laehren," Beitraege 
zur Geschichte der Deutschen Sprache und literatur, 
nr '(iB^'jT'pT’TO: —6  

■^Ludwig IJhland, 
Dichtung und Sage, II (1866), p, 354. 

12Ibid, p, 315# 



•’Meister", "Kanzleimeister'•, and "Sekretaer." 

We find their counterparts in the schools* the 

“Schluesselmeister" who was the administrative 

officer, the "Buechsonmeister" who functioned as 

treasurer, and the "Kronenmeister*' who was in 

charge of the awarding of prizes and titles; then 

there were the "Merker" who were called periodical¬ 

ly to serve as judges in the singing contests* In 

some places a tendency to overemphasize the pres¬ 

tige of position and the love to categorize and 

classify duties becomes obvious in titles such as 

,,Bruderschaftsmeister,,, "iiauptmaenner", “Obermeister 

and “lihtermeistero ^ Thus the formal organization 

had been established; it was orderly, neat, and 

rigid* 2&© close connection between the guilds 

and the singing schools has long been accepted and 

the proceeding is only a more detailed illustration 

of exactly what is involved* 

^Ragal* "Brauchleben," pp. 47, 49* 
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CHAP! EE IV 

THE MEISTERSIHGER *S BASIC APPROACH TO POETRY 

AND THE TABULATUR AS A PRODUCT OP THE 

PSYCHOLOGICAL AND PRACTICAL REED FOR RULES 

The remaining sections shall he concerned with 

two major theories: one, these artisan-poets were 

in need of tangible tools which they could use in 

producing their songs and the Tabulatur was their 

answer to that need; and, two, this very same 

Tabulatur which was intended to establish Meister- 

gesang as an art, and to give unity and strength to 

the entire movement, was in part responsible for 

the mediocrity and the decay of Meistergesang. 

Following the setting up of an organization, 

the next task of these "Handwerker-poeten" was to 

provide themselves with "tools" for writing lyrics* 

The Meistersinger had acquired their musical skills 

in connection with their liturgical activities* 

Believing themselves to be the successors of "die 

ritterlichen" poets, and there is no doubt about 
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this belief,1^ the leister set out to study the 

"Minnelieder" in order to learn from them the 

standards of rhyme and versification* But the 

Meistereinger completely misunderstood the Minnesinger 

and focused all their attention and concentrated all 

their efforts on the technicalities, which they 

believed to be the sure method to perfection in poetry 

and forgot completely that besides mastery of the for¬ 

mal aspect of poetryt a poet must possess an inborn 

gift of creativity» which we call “talent" or "genius." 

It was, objectively speaking, quite natural that these 

merchants, blacksmiths, butchers, weavers and shoe¬ 

makers, all men of practical skills, should approach 

literature only from a technical point of view. 

Because in their practical and functional way of 

thinking, the art of poetry could be attained by any¬ 

one who first learned and them applied the same 

techniques which the Minnesinger had used. ?he 

leister wanted to learn the "Sangeskunst" in the same 

way they had learned their "Handwerk." "Die voile 

Beherrschung alles Formalen (Helm, letrum, Sprach- 

fertigkeit) gilt als wiohtigstes icennzsichen der 

14 
The leister never spoke of their own art as 

being distinct and different from the Minnesinger's. 
Wolfgang Stammler in his essay "Die Wurzeln des 
Meistergesangs," see note 5, has established the close 
connection of both. 
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15 
Meiaterschaft*" ^ To the Meistersinger, inspiration, 

intuition and inborn talent, the essence of a true 

poet, were words of little meaning* The front page 

of the Tabulator proudly declares: 

• •• allea was einem .iedera, der sich Tichtens, 
Singens annemen wil, suwTseen ncrten* Und 
die art und eigensehaft der versen oder g 
Reimen, Thbn und Lieder zu erkennen sei. ° 

The Meistersinger*s basic approach to poetry was 

their belief that “die sichtkunat eine lehr- und 

lembare technische Fertigkeit ist, .*• eine exakt 

lbsbare Aufgabe." ' In other words, poetry was a 

mathematical equation: Form / subject as Maeteraongj 

or simply Art j* skill* Konrad von Wuerzburg, one of 

the transitional poets of Minnesang and Meistersang, 

compares himself with other "Kthistler," "nSmlich 

Bogenschtitzen, Schneider, Schumacher, Holzfaller, 

18 
Turnierritter, und Spielmanner;" and Frauenlob 

15 
''Bert Nagel, “Die Meistersangliche Struktur 

in der Hoefischen Kunstanachauung," Zeitsohrift 
fuer Deutsche philologie, LIX (1934), p* 33* 

^^Adam puschman, “Gruendlieher Berioht dee 
deutechen Meistergesanges," llf,andx?Afik,a..d^3ttaah.ftr 
i+if.amtn.marke dea-lb*..und..,ll.7.*l .lahashundeista, 
miMXXIII, Richard Jonas ed. (Halle a.S., 1888), 
p* 1* ["alles" and. "jedem” underlined by me] see 
also Carl Klitzke, “Hans winters Bericht von der 
Kunst des Meistergesanges »•' Modem Language Notes, 
LIV (1939), P. 570*     

^Bert Nagel, Der Deutsche Meistersang 
(Heidelbert, l952),“pT"2T* 

^Nagel, “Struktur," p* 363* 
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19 
compares himself with a "werkelman." During the 

Middle Ages, anyone who mastered a skill of technical 

difficulty was considered an artist. As great skill 

distinguished the artisan from the amateur, so was 

skill in handling poetic rules to distinguish the 

poet. Meistergesang was not to he an amateur-expres¬ 

sion; there were rules to learn, there were require¬ 

ments to meet, and there were tests to pass. In 

other words, it was not easy to become a Meistersinger, 

and the degree of difficulty determined the artistic 

level, whether it be carpentry or poetry, "Wir sehen, 

der Kunstbegriff des Meistersangs ist verkntipft mit 

der Vorstellung des Kompliziert-Schwierigen. Alles, 

was irgendwie teehnisch schwierig zu bewaltigen ist, 

20 
gilt als kunstreieh. The Meistersinger were in¬ 

formed; "Ja will einer ein meister sein so muss er 

Etwass kbnnen es ist nicht genug dass man sagt ich 

21 
bin ein gefreyter singer, es geheret mehr dar zu." 

19Ibid, 

2C>Bert Nagel, "Der Deutsche Meistergesang—eine 
forschungsmethodische Studie," Germanisch-Romanische 
Monatsschrift, XXII (1934), p. 272. 

21Carl Klitzke, ','Hans Winters Bericht von der 
Kunst der Meistergesangs," Modem Language Notes, 
LIV (1939), p. 571. [underlined’ words by me] 
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The apprentice of the "skill" of Meistergesang 

followed a predetermined path. His progress was 

simply "motion forward" instead of any depth of 

development. The Meisterainger's activity is 

more adequately called an "exercise" than a creative 

or artistic process. The technically inclined, the 

person that did well in following a set of rules, 

was more likely to become the greater Meistersingen* 

Since Seistergesang was considered a skill, practice 

became extremely important. To learn the rules of 

the Tabulatur, one had to practice. The wemminger 

Tabulator goes as far as to suggest how many hours 

a day and a week should be spent in such exercise: 

... in welchem die Ubung die Lust leiehtlich 
erwecken wird: und weilen ©in jades Ding 
imter der Sonen seine Zeit hat und heischet 
wem wollte es dann beschwerlich fallen etwan 
des Tags ein viertal Oder halbes Stttndchen 
vor Oder nach dam essen ... darvon zu 
zubringen. Es brachte auch grossen Nutzen 
so man etwan zu 4. Wochen an Sonn- Oder 
Fayrtagen... ein Stdndlein Oder zwei mit 
diser Tabulatur deutlicher Erkiarung und 
getrewer Unterweisung so den Merckem am 
Idblichsten zustunde zugebracht warden.22 

Then the Tabulatur offered a word of encouragement in 

saying that all good things were difficult at first, 

but that aeistergesang would be much easier once the 

Tabulator had been mastered. 

Everyday in their trades or skills the burghers 

22 Bell, p. 43* 
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learned to work with "yardsticks," and "patterns," 

in other words, tangible tools which, when used 

correctly, would insure success. It was this type 

of tools which the Meister needed to write their 

songs. It was, in fact, impossible for them to 

"make" poetry any other way except by using tools 

similar to those, which were so much a part of their 

everyday life. Except for a few, the Seistersinger 

were not talented or bom poets; and they had to 

equip themselves with a set of rules, which Minne- 

sang was to supply; or there would be no "poetry" 

possible, The burghers were neither philologists 

nor literary critics and were incompetent to achieve 

even that desired technical greatness, 'i’hey 

studied Minnesang without proper training. One 

should not be surprised to learn that the intended 

imitation and continuation of the Minnesang turned 

out to be a degenerated form of the original; and 

that, indeed, very few similarities survived* These 

rules became so important and so much the sign of 

quality that the Meistersinger went as far as saying 

that the Minnesinger, especially the twelve original 

masters, were inferior to the Meister because they 

lacked rules: ",,* und ob wolen sie wir nicht in 

Abred seyn dise Kunst noch nicht so vollkommen 
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gehabt und getibt als wir sie anietzo haben...." J 

The leister needed the miles of rhyme and verse as 

much as they needed tightly run schools and as much 

as the blacksmith needed his fire in order to work, 

or the shoemaker needed thread and needle. The 

more punctiliously the rules were followed, the more 

perfect the song would be. So the Meistersinger 

believed. The result of this psychological and 

practical need for order and tools was the compi¬ 

lation of more than thirty rules of rhyme and verse, 

codes of conduct, ceremonial instructions, questions 

for examinations, a list of errors to be avoided, 

and penalties for the violation of any of the rules. 

These instructions were combined in a neat little 

booklet called the "Tabulatur," (sometimes also 

called: Gemerk, Schulordnung, Sehulzettel, Schul- 

buch, Gemerkbuch). In one way this Tabulatur resembled 

a very modern approach of "How to become a poet in 

thirty easy lessons," but on the other hand, it was 

archaic and cumbersome. The oldest Tabulator in 

existence today is the "Ntlmberg Sehulzettel" of 1540. 

However, the Meistersinger often speak, of the "Buch 

von Mainz," a sort of "Ur-Tabulatur" which has been 

lost. Further, we know of a Strassburg "Meister- 

2^Ibid. 
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sangordnung" of 1492 which has also been lost. 

There may have been many more. We do know that the 

last Minnesinger and the early Meistersinger were 

often the same persons— Der lamer, Heinrich von 

Meissen, Regenbogen, Heinrich von liuegeln. The 

early beginnings of Meistergesang must be fixed 

around the year 1300. Prom that date up to the 

middle of the fifteenths century relatively little 

is known about the Meistersinger. 

The burghers had a guild-book which outlined 

procedures and purpose of the guild? and now, 

with the compilation of the Tabulator, order was 

brought into the leistersinger-Schools. The 

Tabulator was intended to answer all questions 

concerning any phase of Meistergesang; and, when 

it could not, amendments were adopted by a majority 

vote of the Marker. It must be remembered that the 

Meistersinger's attitude towards rules was a very 

positive one. Rules were not an impediment but 

rather an accelerating force; because with a 

thorough knowledge and application of the rules, 

one could achieve greatness and perfection in the 

quickest way possible* Tools, and roles on how to 

use them, had made professionals of the burghers in 

their respective skills, and the tools and rules 

of the Tabulatur would make the difference between 

an amateur and a “real” Meistersinger* In the 
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leister1s mind there was no difference between using 

their tools in their shops and the rules of the 

Tabulatur for writing their songs, fhe late Minne¬ 

singers had started to compare themselves with skilled 

laborers: Konrad von Wuerzburg compares art with a 

"Handwork" in the prolog to his "Trojaner Krieg. ** 

Another Meistersinger compares himself with a 

carpenter.2^ "• • • there was no distinction between 

artist and artisan: every artisan was an artist and 

every artist an artisan." J Richard Wagner in his 

Meistersinger von Nuernberg captured this analogy 

marvelously when he has David explain to Walter: 

Schumacherei und poeterei, die lera' ich 
da all* einerlei: hab ich das Leder glatt 
geschlagen, lern1 ich Vocal und Consonanz 
sagenj wichst* ich den Braht gar fein und 
steif, was sich da reiat, ich wohl begreif"; 
den pfriemen schwingend, im Stich die Ahl*, 
was stumpf, was klingend, was Mass und Zahl, 
den Leisten im Schurz, was lang was kurz, 
was hart was lind, hell Oder blind, was Waisen, 
was Mylben, was Kleb-Sylben, was pausen, was 
KOmer, Blumen und DOrner, das Alias lernt* 
ich mit Sorg und Acht: wie weit nun, meint 
ihr, dass ich's gebracht?2® 

And Walter gives the splendid answer: "Wohl zu *nem 

parr recht guter Schuh?" "But no," David says, "that 

would be too simple:" 

24 
Karl Bartsch, ed., Meisterlieder der Kolmarar 

Handschrift (Hildesheim, 1962). 

2^Eeinhardt> p. 157. 

26 
(Muenchen, 1914), p* 12. 



Ja, dahin hat's nooh lange Ruh'l Bin "Bar" 
hat manch "Gesatz" imd "Geband';" wer gleioh 
die reohte Hegel fand', die richtige Haht, 
und den rechten Braht, mit gut gefttgten 
"Stollen", den Bar recht zu versohlen. und 
dann erst komrut der "abgesang;» dass der 
nicht kurz und nicht zu lang, und aueh keinen 
Heim enthait, der sohon iin stollen gestellt. 
— Wer alles das merkt, weiss und kennt*7wird 
doch immer nooh nicht leister genennt."dt 

David uses the terms of cobblery and of Meistergesang 

so interchangeably that it becomes difficult indeed 

to distinguish when he is talking about shoes and 

when about poetry* And that precisely was the 

Meistersinger's attitude. The artisan approach of 

the Meistersinger towards his art has perhaps never 

been as pointedly described as in the above passage. 

A few more words about Wagner's Meistersinger must 

be said. The serious and formal atmosphere of the 

historic Meistersinger is almost completely missing 

in Wagner's work. The bantering of the Merker, 

the generally humorous atmosphere, the acceptance 

of waiter into the singing contest without having 

completed the formal training program, the acceptance 

of his song which did not adhere to the rules, but 

was "different and exciting," Eva's, instead of the 

Merker*s, placing the wreath on 'Walter's head, the 

"voikaiestliche": mood during the singing contest «— 

all these were possible concessions for Richard 

27 Ibid., p. 13* 
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Wagner to make; but any of them would have been 

utterly impossible for the historic masters* 

The Tabuiatur became the “lawbook of leister- 

gesang," and in later years the object of many 

disputes* She Tabuiatur gave the leister a feel¬ 

ing of security* it was a book which told them 

how long a line should be, how long a verse and an 

entire song; it told them how words were to be 

rhymed and how not; it defined a set of terms,— 

a sort of professional language; and it provided 

a standard by which to judge their product: the 

mastersongs* For these reasons the mastexy of 

the Tabuiatur gave the leister a feeling of 

accomplishment and established them as trained 

and reputable poets, a feeling very similar to having 

mastered the rules and skills of their trade and of 

having attained a position of prestige and authority* 

Yet, we detect some measure of insecurity and 

lack of confidence* In the lemmingen Tabuiatur the 

leister, afraid of ridicule and criticism, asked 

for recognition and protection by the city fathers: 

Dieweilen es aber in der welt nnnmehr also 
beschaffen das nieht leichtlich etwas wie 
gut es auch gemeinet worden den Truck unter- 
geben wird so nicht unartige Leut verkleiner- 
lioh antaaten und man sich dannenhero gemeini- 
glich um patronen und Schutzherren umbzusehen 
pfieget als kOnnen wir uns auch die Gedancken 
unschwer machen as mbchte un» glciche Ver- 
kleinerung betreffen als seyh wir deshalb mehr 
verursacht worden uns um hohen Schirm tgngwahn 
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• • • und demfatig zu bit ton uns nooh welters 
mit hoken Gtinaten und obrigkgitlichen Sckirm 
sugethan verbleibon « • • . 

She lieistersinger were not allowed to sing their 

songs anywhere they wished for fear of ridicule* 

Only when asked to sing should they do so gladly*2° 

in the strict prohibition of punishing any and all 

masiersongs, we sense a certain amount of fear of 

analysis by competent critics. She songs were for 

the members of the school only and they remained the 

properly of the schools* Hot only were the songs for 

the members of the school, but they were also strictly 

for the middle class* They carried no real message 

for the higher classes* fagenseil, in his record of 

Meistergeeang, relates the experience of a Nuremberg 

singer who ms invited by the king of Denmark to 

remain at his court and there be kept as a poet, but 

1die singer chose to return to his native city: 'liach- 

dea ©r aber an dem geringen Leben, dessen or gewohnet 

war, ©inen grbssem Gefallen, ala an der pracht des 

Hofes getragen, auch lieber zu ifttrnberg inter seines 

Gleiohen # ♦ • * Adam puschman, writing his Bericht 

des deutschen Msistergesangs* lacked confidence in his 

own ability and 

28BelX, p. 34* 

2%* Mossmsn, “Die von Keister und Hath der 
Stadt Colmar den 10* September 1549 bewilligte 
Ordnung der Meistersaengerschule, « Alaatia (1873- 
1874), pp* 98*109* See also puschman* 

^°tlhland, p* 339* 



regretfully admitted that he was certain that people 

rr 
would criticise him#”' For a man attempting to 

unite the Meistergesang movement of all of Germany 

at a time (second half of the sixteenth century) 

when Meistergesang was rapidly falling apart, he 

expressed a minimal amount of faith and a maximum 

amount of discouragement and incompetency* 

•^■puschman, pp# 33*34 ♦ 
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CHAPTER V 

THE INFLUENCE OF THE CITY ATMOSPHERE 

OR THE SUBJECT MATTER 

Minnesang Had created a world of ideas and ab¬ 

stract concepts* The closeness of the city walls 

forced a new concern with the "there and then" 

upon the burgher*s thinking. They were suspicious 

of high idealism. The immediate world was to he 

explored, and the immediate problems of city life 

were to he solved* The concepts of the ffieistersinger 

were as tangible as the tools they used to express 

them* Ideas were personified, concepts were explained 

in pictures, and allegories taken directly from city 

life* God is compared with a blacksmith,^2 or he 

was explained as "der Schoepfer, der strafer der Sttnde, 

der Erbarmer und Heifer, das Abendmahlsbrot, But 

Nagel explains: "So kbnnen z* B* Fluch und Igel, 

vvucher und Hund, Stmde und Eis, Kunst und wolle, 

Glauben und Mauer zu Igel des Fluches, Hund des 

Wuchers, Eis der Sttnde, Wolle der Kunst und Mauer 

**2Bartsch, song Ho. 12* 

^Hagel, "Stoff-Form-problem,» p* 141* 
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des Glaubens zusammengeftlgt warden.Hell was 

Satan's “kiste," Mary's blood a hammer knocking 

against hell* and sin a layer of bark which had to 

be peeled off* 

Pie diesseitsbezogene Seh- und Begreifsweise, 
die den meisterlichen Stil pncgte, entsprach 
der geistigen Gesamtlage der Zeit, die bei 
aller fast gefaesgleioher Aufgeschlossenheit 
fttr geistige Gtxter ixu Grunde noch durchaus 
einfach geartet, eben auf rein stoffliche 
Empfangnis gerichtet war (v£l* die Spruch- 
dichtung)• • * * und aus seinem derb-sinnlichen 
lebensstil erwuchoen die buntan Formen and 
Farben der Darstellung, das schwelgen in - 
Bildern and Vergleichen aus der rein dies- 
seitigen Welt, in der man zu Kause 1st*35 

The church provided ■toe concept of toe world* That 

concept was never subject to challenge or discovery, 

but rather toe Meistersinger spent all their time 

and efforts to explain their place in that world* 

They discussed all things on the example of the 

detailed singular, representing toe plural or whole 

realm of experience* They did not think in abstract 

terms, or work with abstract ideas* 

The Tabulator was the product of a definite need 

for technical aids and organization! but this very 

same Tabulator, intended to give the movement its 

foundation and common purpose, contained toe germ 

which, to a large extent, caused its decay* The 

following will discuss only those parts of toe Tabu¬ 

lator which offer interesting hints as to the nature 

■^■"Meistersang und Minnesang, ” zeitsohrlft fuer 
Peutschkunde, LVI (1942), p* 141* ~""r" r"r,~ ",r,T"  

^Hagel, "Stoff—Form—problem,w pp* 346-347* 
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of Meistergesang, which substituted mechanical 

skills for poetic genius, inhibited natural talent 

and stifled creativity, and forced such a painful 

similarity upon the entire genre that many masters 

rebelled* Shere are exceptions to the conclusions 

which will be drawn here; but these exceptions re¬ 

present the few talents, in comparison to the large 

number of active leister singer, who developed in 

spite of the prevailing general mediocrity* 
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CHAPTER VI 

SOME PROBLEMS AND IMPLICATIONS 

OP THE TABULATOR 

A. The place of the legend of the twelve "original" 
Meistersinger in the Meistersinger tradition 

The legend of the origin of leistergesang or 

references to it are an integral part of most 

Tabulaturen, and its place within the Meistergesang 

movement must first be established. 

During the Meistersinger*s study of the courtly 

poets, they had chosen twelve of them to be the 

"Urheber, Erfinder und Anfanger" of Meistergesang, 

although the psalmist David seems to be admired 

as the oldest of the singers. Prom a psychological 

viewpoint, this too was a predictable notion. The 

organization needed its founders and a tradition to 

look upon. These twelve original masters served as 

shining models of what was to be accomplished, and 

they lent authority and authenticity to the Meister¬ 

singer movement. The numerous songs explaining and 

describing "den Ursprung und Anfang" of Meistergesang 

support this postulate. According to the legend, 

God called, in the year 962 A.D., during the reign 
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of emperor Otto I and pope Leo VIII, twelve men# 

Each of them unaware of the others, they began to 

write and sing in the German language, and so 

started Meistergesang in Germany# The religious 

significance of the number twelve and the resemblance 

to the story of the three wise men are apparent# 

The clergy accused these twelve of heresy, and Otto I 

summoned them to sing before him# All twelve 

appeared, presented some of their songs, and were 

cleared of all suspicion* The Pope was informed of 

the Melstersinger*s pleasing songs, and Leo commended 

the twelve masters and admonished the German people 

to participate and support Meistergesang, And so 

the Lord had sustained the tradition for over six 

hundred years. This is the content of a Meisterlied 

by Wagenseil written at the end of the sixteenth 

century# The entire story is a legend indeed* 

In 962 A.D# Leo VIII had not ye^t attained the 

papal chair, and none of the twelve men lived during 

the tenth century# The oldest, Walther von der 

Vogelweide, lived early in the thirteenth century; 

Frauenlob and others, in the second half of the thir¬ 

teenth century; and Heinrich von Muegeln, late in 

the fourteenth century, and as mentioned before some¬ 

how David, the psalmist had his hand in the founding 

56Uhland, p# 286. 
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of Meistergesang# But this historical discrepancy 

was of little concern to the Meietersinger# They 

wanted and needed to look up to their founders, 

and it mattered little when they lived or if they 

lived at all* It is also interesting to note that 

these twelve "founders," in the different accounts 

of the above legend, are not always the same, 

although the important names are always maintained, 

(Walther von der Vogelweide, prauenlob, Regenbogen, 

luegeln). Sometimes the number even exceeds twelve. 

These serve as indications that the Meistersinger 

were less concerned with the accuracy of the past 

than with the fact that they did have a tradition, 

which was so important during the Middle Ages# 

Later on, beginning late in the fifteenth century, 

schools often selected twelve of the oldest masters 

of their own school to form a type of "honorary coun¬ 

cil., '* often called the “elders" of the school# 

B* The degeneration and eventual loss of organic 
uni •fey between form and content 

One of the main reasons for the beauty of the 

courtly lyrics was the classical, organic harmony 

of form and content* "Nicht nur Richter und Tonsetzer 

waren in einer person vereinigt, sondern aueh Text 

und Musik bildeten—als nattirliche Folge dieser 
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Tatsache—eine unlosliche formale Einheit. Die 

Melodie war wirklich der duroh Tune wiedergegebene 

V? 
Text • . * .The Meistersinger had no feeling 

for this important phenomenon# The organic unity 

degenerated to a purely technical production pro¬ 

cess; the melody of one of the original masters 

was used for any of their own topics# So it happened 

that the tender notes of a eourtly love song were 

"vergewaltigt" to carry harsh words of criticism 

of church or society, whichever the master may be 

attacking. It was like baking a pie in a loaf pan# 

The subject had no longer a direct relation to the 

form; in fact, the subject existed only along side 

with, as an entirely different entity, or even in 

opposition to the musical form* The Meistersinger 

would first choose their subject, then find a melody 

they liked, or vice versa, and then tailor their own 

lyrics to that pre-established form* 

Stoff, Form, Ich des Dichters sind voneinander 
losgelbst; das Kunstwerk entsteht nicht aus 
einem gemeinsamen einheitlichen Lebensgrund, 
auch die person des Dichters ist nicht mehr 
einheit-sehaffendes Moment; denn da Stoff und 
Form gleiohsam fertige und in sich selbstandige 
Dinge sind, bleibt dem Dichter selbst nur die ,o 
funktionare Aufgabe ihrer ausseren yerkoppelung.*3 

It becomes clear that the Meistersinger were not poets, 

as we understand that distinction today, but rather, 

they were men who had learned the skill of putting 

^Nagel, Deutscher Meis ter sang, p# 18. 

^®Nagel, “Struktur," p. 358. 
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together different components to form what may be 

called a pseudo-unity* The leistersinger '•make" 

instead of "create*" This analysis can be carried 

further to the Herker’s evaluation of the songs. 

Here too, the song was not judged as a living whole, 

but rather it was picked apart and one Merker 

judged the musical part; another, the meter; yet 

another the grammar; and finally, the fourth lerker 

checked the subject matter and as to whether it 

complied with the Bible text* How four different 

persons, independent of each other, judging only one 

aspect of the song, can come up with a valid evalu¬ 

ation remains an unanswered question* It seems 

possible and logical that the schools should have 

accepted a booklet with the singer’s melodies, 

another booklet with a set of lyrics to fit any of 

the melodies, and judge them separately; any combin¬ 

ation of a "correct" melody with "correct" lyrics 

should result in a "correct" song* 

The chosen melodyy also dictated the number of 

verses* This technique caused some very peculiar 

structures* There are songs without an introduction 

or conclusion, or both, because there "just wasn’t 

room" to fit them into the set length* If the Meister 

had covered their topic in fewer verses than the 

original melody contained they would, in order to 



fill space| attach more incongruous and irrelevant 

thoughts to the end of the actual song proper* 

Very frequently the Meistersinger would also take 

such an opportunity to boast of their education 

which, in its own right, was often a considerable 

achievement of the individual and definitely one 

of the achievements of leistergesang as a whole* 

She late Minnesinger stressed "Gelehrsamkeit “ as 

a basis for "icunst," and the Meistersinger capital¬ 

ised on the general awakening of hunger for education 

and "Stolz auf das wissen* " part of the leister*s 

ambition was to distinguish themselves by a know¬ 

ledge of the sciences* "Starker als die Lehre vom 

Gesinnungsadel gibt dem Birger das Bewusstsein, als 

Laie am wissensschatz seiner Zeit teilzuhaben und 

sich dadurch hervorzutun, das Bewusstsein seines 

eigenen Wertes, Auch die Dichtung, die ja wahrheit 

geUasn soil, wird auf das wissen gegrtmdet*But 

it was, of course, complete mis judgment to display 

such self-education just anywhere in any song* 

Frauenlob, for instance, presents us with a discus¬ 

sion of astronomy right after a love song; and we 

find many more such impossible combinations* The 

above practice also served to degenerate the unity 

^^Hans-Priedrich Rosenfeld, "Das Ethos der 
buergerlichen Dichtung im spaeten Mittelalter," Von 
Deutscher Art in Spracho und Dichtung* II (Stuttgart 
uniT^erl'inTlTO, p: Wfl * 



of form and content* 

Another example of the entirely functional and 

mechanical approach of the Meistersinger towards 

their songs is the length of a line* The Tabulatur 

explains, it should be no longer than twelve or 

thirteen syllables* The reason for that limit was 

that each line was to be sung with one breath and 

"weil mans am A them nicht wohl haben kan, mehr 

Syllaben auff einmahl auss zu singen, so auch ein 

zierliche Blum im Reimen sol gehdrt werden*"^ As 

if at any time poetry should be limited by the strength 

of one's breath.' According to a Nuremberg Tabula tur 

of 1560 the length of the line depended on the length 

of the day*^1 Also, Adam puscbmsn includes such a 

42 
peculiar clause* 

C* Meistergeaang as an auxiliary organization of 
the church 

The Meistersinger did not so muoh think of 

themselves as poets} J would question if they ever 

thought of themselves as poets, but rather as teachers 

and "Obermittier alter weisheiten, prophetische 

^puschman, p* 9* 

^"Streinz, p* 179* 

^2pusehman, pp*31-32* 
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Seher des Seienden und kommenden, vor allem aber 
4-1 

Richter und Ratgeber." ^ The Meister simply- 

assumed the role of the teacher, often preacher, 

and declared their criticisms and "visions" to 

their 'pupils. " "Bei den Meistem des 15. Jahr- 

hunderts und sehr ausgepragt auch bei Hans Sachs 

und den spaten Meistem ist das Bewusstsein einer 

sittlichen Sendung zur Belehrung und Besserung der 

lenschheit lebendig*The introductions to most 

Tabulaturen illustrate this point. Adam Puschman, 

assessing Meistergesang in Germany in 1571 calls 

Meistergesang "eine loblich und Christliche Ubung 

des Singens," and promises that anyone who will 

participate will learn "Gottes Wort lieb haben, und 

sich in der Biblien bekannt machen, Daraus sie dem 

gehorsam Gottes und die Liebe des Nehesten werden 

45 
lemen erkennen." ^ The Colmar Tabulatur of 1549 

opens as follows: "Zuo dem Erstenn, soils dise 

Bruoderschaft gehaltenn werdenn inn demm Namenn der 

heiligen unaussprechlichen Dryheit zuo Lob und Ehrenn 

Maria der luoter unseres Seligmachers Jesu Christi, 

und allenn Gottes auserwelten lieben heiligenn," 

^%agel, Deutscher Meister sang, p. 170* 

44Xbid, p* 177. 

45puschman, p. 35* 
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and the purpose of the school is defined like this: 

"Inn dem namen der Heiligen unzerteilten drifaltig- 

keit zuo lob der unbeflectenn reinenn magett Maria, 

zuo Ehren aller lieben Gottes Heiligen, zuo Pesserung 

der Jegent, und sunderlichenn zuo frintlicher crist- 

licher Uffbawung unser Bruoderschaft und Singschulen*" 

The Tabulatur closes with "Amen.Hans Winter's 

Kurtz gefaster bericht von der alten und lablichen 

kunst des teutschen meister gesangs, written in 1625» 

answers the question why leistergesang "erdacht 

worden istj fir nemlich und vor alien dingen so ist 

es erdacht worden gott den allmechtigen dardurch 

zu loben und preisen sein gottliches word dardurch 

aus zu breiten und der gemeln fir zu dragen, zum 

Andern uns zu einenn Spiegel und vorbielt. And 

finally the record of the Iglau school reads: "Anno 

1613 den 17 Sontag nach Trinitas • • • haben wir 

gefreite Singer * . . eine Christliche und lobliche 

Ordnung angerichtet, wegen der Christlichen Kunst 
yi O 

des deutschen Meistergesanges.Prom these 

quotations it becomes obvious that leistergesang was 

a Christian institution. Not one of the Tabulaturen 

^Mossmann, pp. 100-102. 

47Klitzke, p. 571. 

^Streinz, p, 164* 
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accessible to me for this thesis, as much as mentions 

poetic or even generally literary motives or objectives* 

Meistergesang was not a conscious literary movement, 

but voluntarily an auxiliary organization of the 

church, although not appointed by it, but certainly 

welcomed by it, and privately as well as publicly, 

supported by the clergy. The late Minnesinger had 

already introduced the Christian emphasis into their 

poetry. Ulrich von Sschenbach in his "Alexander," 

(1270-1290) and Konrad von Wuerzburg (died 128?) in his 

legend "Alexius” explain that they were singing in honor 

of God. The leister continued and strongly intensified 

this tradition. 

In the fourteenth century, Minnesang was coming 

to an inevitable end because the "Kunststil und 
4Q 

lebensstil waren nicht mehr eins ... ." * The 

burghers in the cities were too far removed from the 

ideals and ideas of chivalry and courtly traditions 

to continue them and turned to the problems of the 

sober city atmosphere# Beginning in the middle of the 

thirteenth century the middle class, upset by the 

interregnum (1250-1273)» famine, and the black death 

plague (1347)» took an active part in all religious, 

^%'aither Rohm, ”Kulturverfall und Spaetmittel- 
hochdeutsche Didaktik," Zeitschrift fuer Deutsche 
Philologie, LII (1927), p*' 307. 
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50 
theological, and church questions. The church, 

on the other hand, often took advantage of the above 

events and once again increased its control over the 

people, now that the anti-dogmatic age of chivalry 

had almost passed. The leistergesang movement in all 

its activities assisted the church’s supervision of 

the people* 

Now that the nature of the leistergesang schools 

has been defined, it becomes easy to anticipate the 

subject matter found in the songs of the Meistersinger. 

As "missionaries" of the church, the leister spoke 

much about the wickedness of the world, evils of 

society, sinfulness of particular individuals among 

the clergy, the danger of a loose tongue, the punish¬ 

ment that awaits murderers, mockers and perjurers* 

On the positive side, for the purpose of teaching, 

the leister-missionaries again and again related the 

miracles of Christ and the saints, the virgin birth, 

the redemption and salvation of repentairt people, 

Christian virtues, and true confession and repentance. 

In short, their songs were of a highly didactic nature, 

"leistergesang war grundsaetzlich immer geistliche 

Dichtung, d.h* ein Dichten sub specie universi 

christiani. HSufig erscheint er geradezu als 

•^Wolfgang Stammler, "Die buergerliche Dichtung 
des Mittelalters," Zeitschrift fuer Deutsche philologie, 
LIII (1928), pp. 1-WT, 
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51 
gereimte Theologie.Frauenlob, for instance, 

often put direct Bible passages into verse. Muegeln 

quotes the following names and books from the Bible: 

Exodus, Kbnige, Esdras, Tobias, Judith, Ester, Job, 

Sprttche, Ecclesiastis, Isaias, Ezechiel, Joel, Amos, 

52 
Abdias, Jonas, Zacharias, lakkabser, The comment 

"so sagt die Schrift" is common and significant. 

Besides, God was considered the greatest of all 

Meistersinger and he was praised in many songs. 

The question whether this lay interpretation of the 

scriptures and religious dogma helped to introduce 

the Reformation is an interesting one. ^ The 

Meistersinger did in fact interpret church dogma. 

Consider Hans Folz as an example. He answered such 

questions as: "Ein frag ist ob der her Christus/ 

54 
Im grab ein mensch wer Oder nit .... ,,^r In 

another song Folz discussed the so-important question 

of original sin: "ein frag worum durch Adamss fal/ 

55 
Alle menschen warden verdampt." And he did give 

the answer: because the branches, leaves and fruits 

of a tree all grow out of the trunk. On another 

51 
Nagel, Deutscher Meistersang, p. 199* 

52 
Bert Nagel, "Der fruehe Meistergesang und das 

Christentum," Germaniseh-Romanische Monatsschrift, 
XXIII (1935), p* 356* 

^^Karl Stackmann, Per Spruchdichter Heinrich von 
Muegeln (Heidelberg, 193B), " 

54 
August L, Mayer, Die Meisterlieder des Hans Folz, 

Deutsche Texte des Mitielalter% XII (Berlin^- 

55Ibid., p. 110. 
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occasion Folz deliberated the question of the trinity: 

"Maneher sich ser verwundert hy/wy ein Gott sint 

persanen drey/Und drey persan ein Got, und wy/Newr 

ein persan mensch worden sey/und doch all drey sint 

56 
ein gotheyt." Then he offered an interpretation 

which was as confusing as most of the explanations 

of the Trinity are* In one of his songs, Folz 

considered himself to be the authority, or the profes¬ 

sional when he said: 

0 shopffer, dein gat ich man, 
Hilff mir ellenden sunder gros 
Pen leyen geben zu verstan 
In figor und gleichnus plos 
Wie, her, dein leichnam werd gepom 
Hie in dem Sacrament.57 

The leister were indeed teachers of the more difficult 

and advanced dogmas of the church, which supplied the 

answers for all thinking* "In alien Wertungsfragen 

bezelehnet die christliche Ethik das urteilskriterium* 

Hinzu kommt die for das gesamte Mittelalter undbedingte 

Autoritatsbedeutung der Kirche und aberhaupt aller 

58 
kirchlichen Instanzen* As a reward for the great 

humanitarian service the Meistersinger rendered, they 

believed that they would be rewarded by God with the 

gift of salvation. Only later, towards the end of 

56Ibid., p. 117. 

57Ibid., p. 296. 

^Nagel, "Meistergesang und Chris ten turn," p. 348. 
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the sixteenth century, the Meister began to concern 

themselves with current affairs and historic events, 

but even those ended up to be moral messages. 

Without literary objectives in mind the singer's 

primary concern was a good impression on their fellow 

singers with fancy displays of scientific knowledge, 

and preaching one sermon after the other on the 

exemplary behavior of a good Christian. This extreme 

limitation to strictly moral interpretations proved 

detrimental. The leistersinger did not and could 

not appeal to those with less religious fervor. For 

a while the Meister became extremely skilled in say-* */ s 

ing the same thing in so many ways, Mbald sinnlieher, 

bald begrifflicher, bald betonter, bald ruhig-sachlicher, 

bald sonderlicher, bald allgemeiner,but eventually 

they grew tired of their own monotony and the "Zech- 

singen*' became more and more popular. Above all, in 

as much as Meistergesang pursued no literary goals 

and depended entirely upon the religious interest of 

the people, the Meister lost their influence and 

attraction as soon as their followers slacked in 

their religious conviction. The increasing effects 

of the new money-econoray and the circumstances of 

the towns were partially responsible for increasing 
* ... 

^Nagel, "Stoff-Form-Problem,M p. 346. 
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interest in topics other than religion* fhe Heister- 

gesang records of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries 

are filled with complaints about the rising dis¬ 

interest of the people in the leistensinger and their 

religious admonitions: 

Bis ist aber die ursaeh. Das mleh rewet 
land jammert dor alten lieblichen Kunst des 
Meistergesangs, das sie so gar verachtet 
und untergedruckt warden sol* Denn sich 
weder Jung noch Alt fortmehr darumb annemen 
wil, pieissiget sich die Jugend lieber 
anderer ktlrtsweil und ttppigkeit, in Spielen, 
Pros son, Sauffen und dergleichen untugendt, 
Sonderlich die jungen Handwercks gesellen 
haben nicht mehr lust su guten Sittan und 
fugenten, seligen und Gott loblichen 6o 
ttbungen, wie denn diese Kunst venaag* 

Because the interest in good manners and virtues 

decreased, the neister lost their audience* hot 

because of a lack of interest for poetry* fhe only 

message Meistergesang had to offer was a moral one 

and that was not enough for the townsmen who were 

just learning about the freedom, privileges, and 

pleasures of city life* 

B* fhe singing contests 

fhe presentation of the songs, das "Haupt Bingen" 

or the singing contest, was much more an important 

social occasion than a poetic affair: 

• • • und kam der Sonntag heran, so wurdo 
die mit bunten Schildereien gezierte Schultafel 

60 puschman, p. 34. 
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ausgehSngt, zur Ankttndigung, dass Sonntags 
nachmittags nach den Gottesdiensten Schule 
gesungen werden sollte.. . . . Es versammelten 
sich dann die leister der SSngergesellschaft, 
die Singer und Dichter, die Schulfreunde und 
Schttler derselben und ein grosser Kreis von 
Bttrgern und Bttrgerinnen; . . . Gekrdnt mit 
dem Kleinod versehen zu werden, war fttr den 
gekrdnten selbst, fur Gattin und Kinder, fttr 
die ganze zahlreiehe Verwandtschaft . . . 
die hdehste Ehre und Preude.^l 

It was a social occasion, more important than the 

church services, because in the singing schools 

the leister themselves participated and their 

families and friends had a more personal relation 

to the proceedings. There the decision would be 

made whether father was a Meistersinger and whether 

mother and the children could enjoy the prestige 

that decision would bring to them. The singing 

contests were of extreme importance to those 

involved. The distinction that came to the leister 

at the contest was not a literary one. They were 

praised for having followed a Bible passage well and 

for having counted their syllables correctly, and 

for managing to make fewer mistakes in the actual 

presentation of the song than the other fellow, 

because the entire contest was simply an elimination 

process. Each mistake received a penalty counted in 

syllables, and the leister with the fewest mistakes 

was awarded the crown. Often the difference 

between winning and losing was simply a matter of 

61 
A. P. C. Wilmar, Geschiohte der Deutschen 

Hational-Literatur (Marburg und Leipzig, 1890), p. 220. 
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how well one Meister sang or whether or not he 

became nervous during the performance and forgot 

a line or two, because that seemed to be the one 

major mistake a Meister should not make. "Irre 

werden" disqualified him immediately. It was very 

likely that the song of higher quality but with a 

poor performer could lose the race. To be without 

mistakes was considered quite impossible. 

How little the Meistersinger had moved away 

from the original Singbruderschaften becomes ap¬ 

parent when we learn that the singing contests were 

held on Sunday, mostly in the church building, "im 

Namen Gottes," and were opened and closed with a 

congregational Christian song. One of the singers 

stood at the door with a collection box which 

resembled the "Klingelbeutel" or plate that was 

passed around during the church services. There was 

no fixed fee; everyone paid what he had or wanted to 

pay. The contests were conducted in a very formal 

manner to give them a "feierliche Stimmung," to make 

them appear important and serious. They very much 

resembled a liturgical service. Every detail was 

controlled by a multitude of rules and instructions 

contained in the Tabulatur, down to the very minute 

62 
Bell, p. 81 
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the sign which announced the contests should he hung 

out and taken down.^ 

The singers and masters sang their songs at 

these meetings; and the Merker, an adoption of the 

"Merkaere" of the Minnesang period, who then hindered 

the knight from moving close to his lady by their 

"merken" or "aufpassen," were now watching out for 

the violation of any of the many rules associated 

with Meistergesang, each of which had a predetermined 

penalty. So as not to distrub the singer, the four 

Merker sat on a type of stage behind a black curtain 

around a large table. The singer sat behind a little 

pulpit, the "Sing-Stuhl," opposite the Merker and 

sang his song, his hat in his hands in front of him,— 

"und recht zuechtig." If one laughed during the 

64 
singing, he was disqualified. Depending on the 

length of the song, a certain number of mistakes was 

allowed. If a singer went over his allowance, he 

failed. If there was a tie between two singers, they 

simply sang again and this time the songs were judged 

by the "Scherf," an intensified set of rules. 

To keep a close check on the subject matter, the 

singer had to call out chapter and verse of the 

Bible text which had served as a basis for his song. 

^Mossmann, p. 105. 

^Streinz, p. 251. 
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The Merker in charge of texts then checked the Bible 

in front of him for the correctness of the song. If 

a singer was “too creative" and altered the content 

of the scripture too extensively, he was penalized. 

The object was to teach the scriptures: "Es sollen 

keine Lieder gesungen werden, deren Text nicht in 

der Heiligen Schrift begriffen,declares the 

Memmingen Tabulatur. For singing about subjects 

contrary to Christian belief, one could be expelled 

from the school. The singer was also required to 

pause after each verse, to give the Merker a chance 

to catch up; and upon the signal: "Fahret fort" from 

the Merker, the singer could continue. 

Everything was very simple, very "objective," 

and very stiff, it showed how desperately this group 

longed for and attempted to establish a formal atmos¬ 

phere similar to that of the courts. Yet it remained 

so distinctly bourgeois, barring all inspiration and 

the certain mood that must exist for the reading or 

singing of poetry in order to be successful. The 

Meistersinger seemed to have thought of everything in 

their planning of these contests. The one single 

thing that all the plans and rules and guidelines 

did not and could not accomplish was to evaluate poetic 

genius, feeling, and beauty* 

65 Bell, p. 41. 
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E« The absolute position of the Merker 

A word must he said about the absolute position 

of the Merker* His significance was threefold. 

First, the Merker stood as an unquestioned authority 

on all aspects of Meistergesang. He knew the Tabu¬ 

la tur by heart, was master of the important melodies, 

and had himself written several mastersongs. Inas¬ 

much as Meistergesang was a "christliche Ubung," an 

exercise and a rote learning process, the Merker was 

the "schoolmaster" who corrected the songs like a 

piece of homework and graded them. The Colmar Tabu- 

latur instructed the Merker to list the mistakes 

made by the singer on a piece of paper and hand it 

to the singer for him to study in order not to repeat 

the same mistakes —much like a report card. The 

Merker's judgment was never questioned. The Tabulatur 

explicitly mentions that no one could argue with the 

Merker.0' For the services rendered, for his "work" 

the Merker was paid. Secondly, the Merker was, 

together with usually three others, the administrative 

and legislative body of the schools. They were 

elected annually and enjoyed great prestige. The 

singers addressed them reverently; "* . • meine 

^Slossmann, p. 106. 

67Ibid. 

^Uhland, pp. 308, 313. 
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gq 
gtmstige Herrn Merker." ' The Merker kept records, 

supervised the finances, called meetings, and kept 

long lists of accepted songs. Thirdly, the Merker 

filled the leistersinger*s need for authority. 

Die Autoritat der Merker in kttnstlerischen 
pragen, feraer das gesamte Itunstregelsystem 
selbst und endlieh der da und dort bezeugte 
Branch, eine Gruppe zwolf alter, bewShrter 
Msister gleichsam ans Ehrenvorstand der 
Schule zu halten, bezeugt und gleiehfalls 
die fast zwangsiaufig auf regelhaftgesatzte 
Ordnung eingestellte, autoritstsbedtlrftige 
Einstellung der leister. ... das rationale 
Bedttrfen dach gesatzter Ordnung, naeh 
Vorsehrift und Regel, nach begrttndender, 
bedingender Autoritat. 

Often the Merker became the symbol of the school 

and were greatly honored, even revered* As mentioned 

in the above quotation, and as a conscious parallel 

to the twelve original masters, frequently twelve 

of the old Merker were elected to be the elders of 

the school, a honorary position. In Nuremberg 

enthusiastic leistersinger honored their own parti¬ 

cular twelve Merker with a shrine, very much like 

an altarshrine. Mere they were almost raised to the 

level of sainthood. The doors of the shrine were 

opened when school was held, and the painted images 

71 
of the Merker looked down upon the school.' 

^Klitzke, p. 570. 

^°Nagel, "Brauehleben," p. 43• 

^Clair Hayden Bell, "The Dating of the Meister- 
singerschrein of Nuernberg," Monatshefte, XXXXIII 
(1951), pp. 83-91. This article has photographs of the 
shrine. 
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Tiie detrimental effect of the unqualified 

position of the Merker was strong. They determined 

all affairs and policies. The singers were not 

allowed to speak to them unless asked and had no 

channel through which their wishes, ideas, and 

objectives could he heard. The Merker were usually 

old and ultra-conservative persons whose minds were 

closed to all innovation. 
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CHAPTER VII 

THE ATTEMPTS TO REFORM THE TABULATUR 

There were many attempts to reform the Tabulatur. 

Hans Folz advocated the acceptance of new melodies 

in the first decade of the sixteenth century, and 

quickly his idea was accepted with such enthusiasm 

that soon it was "selbstverstandlich" that a master 

first write a new tune, and then be granted his 

title. The Folz-reform was the only major break¬ 

through of the entire era of Meistergesang* As 

mentioned earlier, during the sixteenth century 

serious secular subjects which heretofore had only 

been allowed in the "Zechsingen," were now accepted 

during the "Hauptsingen." The Memmingen school is 

often credited for accepting Opitzian rules of 

versification, but Clair Hayden Bell in his publication 

"The leistersingerschule at Memmingen and its 'Kurtz e 

Entwerfung,'" (university of California Publications 

in Modem Philology, XXXVI, 1952), has satisfactorily 

proved that the adoption was "but a hollow importation*" 

The great Meistersinger Hans Sachs himself effected a 

few innovations, such as the division of longer poems 
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into triads, each with a different melody* Sachs, 

too, introduced many secular topics. These and 

other reforms were never fundamental and sweeping 

changes, but instead were rather superficial and 

could not halt the ever increasing speed with which 

Meistergesang was falling apart during the sixteenth 

century. Many of the reforms advocated a return to 

the strict Tabulaturen of the early days instead of 

liberalizing the system. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

A SHORT REVIEW OF THE DECLINE OF MEISTEKGESANG 

A. Tiie economic shifts 

During the latter part of tne fifteenth century 

the Meistersinger stopped writing songs and merely 

72 
put prose into a metrical form. prauenlob's 

period (1250-1313) represents the culmination of 

the Meistergesang era, and the dissolvement can be 

traced back to beginning of the sixteenth century. 

This collapse was closely connected with a shift in 

the social and economic order of the time. In the 

sixteenth century the wealth of the middle class 

was on a relatively small scale, and the power which 

earlier in the middle Ages had been that of the 

broader middle class was now slipping into the hands 

of the large-scale operators, the international 

merchants and bankers.(Medici, Fugger, etc.). All 

urban middle class with some capital, large or small, 

quickly tried to buy some property in the country. 

B. The striking similarities between the decline of 
professional guilds and the singing guilds 

The striking similarities between the guilds and 

72 
Nagel, Deutscher Meistersang, p. 180. 
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the Meistersinger schools have been discussed, and 

the similarities of the decline of both are just 

as interesting. In the sixteenth century the guilds 

were dominated by an urban proletariate and often 

in the hands of one master or family, and offered 

membership only to relations or otherwise screened 

applicants. As a result of this prejudice and be- 

cause it became expensive to set up shops, the 

guilds stiffered from lack of young blood; and the 

journeymen, for whom it was impossible to obtain 

membership in a guild, organized into other forms 

of associations, much like labor unions today* This 

caused a sharp decline of prestige and power of the 

professional guilds* A very similar fate struck 

the singing schools of the Meistersinger in the 

same century. Young singers continually argued for 

more freedom but were continually overruled and 

began to violate the Tabulatur openly and intentional 

ly, much to the distress of the old masters* It also 

caused the Zechsingen to gain increased popularity, 

causing the collapse of the strict order of the 

schools. The rejection of every "young" idea by the 

powerful Merker caused a sharp decline in new member¬ 

ships, In 1624 ,,rWremberg Hans Winter played an 

important part in the controversy there. He led a 

younger set of Meistersinger who apparently wanted 
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to change the Tabulatur, The elders resisted those 

efforts and expelled the young singers from the 

schools* The latter in turn organized their own 

society which flourished and soon threatened the 

position of the older school.This is exactly 

what happened to the guilds* The old Meister 

undermined their own efforts with their stubborn¬ 

ness to resist change. To attract more.’people to 

their school, the Meister in Nuremberg later tried 

to give away prizes in money or some other "useful" 

item. Money was the important thing in the towns 

and money was to attract new members* They knew 

not that love for the arts comes by much education, 

training, and cultural heritage, and that it is 

seldom awakened by "useful" items or money. 

C. The importance of the tangible prize 

The prize, the tangible reward, seemed to be the 

most important aspect anyway. The Freiburg Tabulatur 

regretfully states that during the "Freisingen," a 

sort of warm-up period before the Hauptsingen in 

which everyone who wished could participate, no 

prizes could be won: "... und kann man also, ausser 

den Ruhm, sonst nichts gewinnen, man mache es auch so 

74 
gut, als man immer wolle."' When the Hauptsingen 

^^Klitzke, pp. 567-572. 

^Uhland, p. 310. 
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was concluded, the lerker would open the curtains 

behind which they sat and award the prizes: "was 

sie -lurch ihr singen verdient." In many schools 

the prize for the best song was "eine lange silberne 

Kette, von grossen breiten, mit den Mamen derer, 

die solche machen lassen, bezeichnetenGliedern, an 

welcher viel, von allerlei Art, aer Gesellschaft 

75 
geschenkte silberne Pfennige ixangen." Because of 

the importance placed on this symbol of Meisterschaft 

the leister in their enthusiasm had made it so large 

and heavy that it was awkward to wear: "Nachdem 

aber selbige Kette wegen der Grasse etwas unbrauchbar 

und zum Anhenken sich nicht allerdings schicken will. 

For this reason, a second and smaller token was 

prepared: "eine Schnur, daran drei grosse silberne 

und verguldete Schilling gebunden, ... mit welcher 

77 
man fttglicher sich schmttcken und prangen kunte." 

It becomes apparent from the above that the token 

hanging around the leister's neck meant more than 

the poetic achievement which the "3ilver chain" sup¬ 

posedly represented. 

D. The ideal world and the real world 

Towards the end of the sixteenth century the 

75Ibid, 

7^Ibid., p. 311. 

77Ibid., p. 312. 

76 
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Singschulen had become unpopular. An interesting, 

undated document sheds light on the Meistersinger's 

assessment of the decline of Meistergesang: 

Vor Zeitenn hieltt man die kunst in Achtt 
Iztt wiert sie verspott und verlacht 
Das macht das mon verachtet Gott 
Und treibt aus seinem wortt den spott 
Gott wiertt es die Lenng Leiden nichtt 7g 
Wiertt bald khummenn mit seim geriecht.1 

Because people neglected and disregarded God, they 

also disregarded Meistergesang, not because the 

people no longer showed any interest in art or 

specifically poetry, but because of disinterest in 

religious standards* This points out once again 

the entirely religious foundation of Meistergesang, 

Without the people's interest in the word of God 

Meistergesang was impossible. The burghers' growing 

awareness during the fourteenth and fifteenth 

centuries of the profit-principle in the money 

economy is partly responsible for the growing 

disinterest in Christian standards, Christian 

standards and profit-making did not harmonize. 

While the Middle Ages were generally concerned with 

the reconciliation of the warlike spirit of the 

people with the peace principles of the Christian 

faith, the problem shifted somewhat in the cities. 

There the phenomenon of money-making had to be 

78 Streinz, p* 134* 
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brought into harmony with the church's teachings. 

As the discrepancy between the ideal world and real 

world had caused the decline of Minnegesang, so 

did a similar discrepancy, that between Christian 

principles and the reality of a business world, 

cause the decline of Meistergesang, AS a result 

of the rising unpopularity, the Meistersinger 

found employment as •'leichensinger," chanting their 

songs during funeral processions; but even in that 

capacity, they were despised because of their "long, 

black, ugly robes," Ihe seventeenth and eighteenth 

centuries witnessed the closing of one school 

after another, Ihe very last schools survived deep 

into the nineteenth century—Ulm until 1839, and 

Memmingen until 1875# They were, however, without 

literary importance at all, 

E, Rivalry among the Meistersinger 

In the late sixteenth century and the two 

following centuries, a great disunity arose among 

the leister themselves as one cursed the other* 

Hans Sachs and his faithful pupil, Adam Puschman, 

testified by their continual warning against "Zank 

<und Streit” that this decaying process was long in 

progress during their time* $he Nuremberg records 

of the school there disclose the evil which brought 

about the total collapse of Meistergesang everywhere: 
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"gegenseitige Verfehdung der Meistersinger aus 

Ehrgeiz, Selbstsucht und meist aueh materieller 
7q 

Gewinnsucht." This turning against each other was 

caused partly by the lack of distinction among the 

various ranks of the Meister. The Tabulatur forced 

upon the entire movement a painful similarity which 

gave distinction to no one. The entire system of the 

schools was designed to promote collective character¬ 

istics rather than individualistic traits and goals. 

Any artist has the desire to distinguish himself, to 

put a personal mark on his work, but there was no 

room for such individualism in the schools of 

leistergesang, Any Meister with some originality, 

would naturally object? and when not allowed the 

liberties he desired, he would violate the Tabulatur. 

F. The degeneration of language 

The courtly lyric had degenerated into the 

realistic while leistergesang fell into obscenity. 

The Meister wrote some of the most vulgar and uncouth 

•’poetry" ever to be found in German literature, The 

fact that the audiences accepted it proves little 

taste on their part and certainly underlines the 

fact that the burghers were slow at learning refined 

manners, speech, and taste. Also the increasing 

popularity of the Zechsingen clearly indicate© that 

7Q 
Nagel, Deutscher Meistersang, p. 212. 
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the middle class had learned little of the value 

of pure literature and were certainly more interested 

in their personal entertainment than in the pursuance 

of art* 

G. The leister's resistance to change 

The constant rebellion of the young versus the 

old is a very interesting phenomenon. The history 

of literature has proved that any movement, no 

matter how balanced or imbalanced, valuable or 

worthless, strong or weak, popular or unpopular, must 

sooner or later undergo change. Movements have 

become extinct and sometimes later reoccurred in 

slightly modified forms; but they have always changed 

because they are subject to economical, social, 

religious, and philosophical evolution. Judging by 

its quality, Meistergesang should have existed but a 

short time; yet it did live through three centuries. 

Not the literary value determined its life span, but 

the religious fervor of the townspeople and the 

shifting of social classes. Had there been visionary 

minds among the Meis ter singer, they would have 

realized that innovations were needed and by necessity 

would come; and they would not have opposed and 

rejected any and all changes so tenaciously. In 

another era, Goethe and Schiller recognized that during 

their own careers the classical period was coming to an 

end. They realized that new trends were being intro- 
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duced into literature whether Goethe or Schiller be 

in favor of them or not. Both have expressed their 

feelings on the romantic movement, and they were 

not always favorable* Yet, neither Goethe nor 

Schiller fanatically denounced every "romantic" 

idea; in fact, the movement has left its marks on 

both their works* Romantic elements in Goethe's 

Faust II and Schiller's Jungfrau von Orlean and 

Wilhelm Tell are apparent* Experimentation, so 

healthy to any activity, was forbidden by the strict 

Tabulaturen; in fact, the Tabulatur suppressed any 

thought of it* The Meistersinger schools are 

probably responsible for thwarting! much of the talent 

which could have developed had the leister taken a 

more progressive position. The fact that the leister 

wrote other literature indicates their unspent talent* 

That portion of their imaginative and creative power, 

which could not be expressed in the mastersongs, 

found its expression in "Spiele," "Schwhnke," and 

"Sprtiche*" The old leister stubbornly opposed all 

changes; and because of their prestige , they came 

forth the victors in every quarrel• But their vic¬ 

tory was deceiving because it meant not only the 

loss of existing patrons from the schools, but also 

the ever diminishing number of new members* Not 

only did the schools lose their members, but they 

also lost the charters granted to the schools by 
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the city fathers# In many places the schools were 

even outlawed# When Meistergesang fell, the fall 

was not a great one, because the impact of the fall 

is determined by the height previously achieved* 

As mentioned, the last school closed in Memmingen 

in 1875 at a time when nobody believed it still 

existed. 

While the society changed politically, socially, 

economically, and morally, and while the other 

genres of literature reflected these changes, 

Meistergesang adhered to its outdated concepts. 

The Osterspiele in the late Middle Ages mixed the 

holy with the profane and introduced comical elements* 

The genre of"Streigedichte" became extremely popular; 

and, while in the early Middle Ages, the final 

answer was always given; in the late Middle Ages, 

beginning with the fourteenth century, the end is 

left open# The poem presents both sides of the ques¬ 

tion without offering a solution* The making light 

of certain elements of society ("Osterspiele")> the 

presentation of opposites, contrasts, and the interest 

in "5treitgediGhteM indicate an awareness and willing¬ 

ness to accept the fact that all things are not either 

black or white, but that there are many shades of gray# 

», . * ein wills zum * BO—aber auch so* zum 1Ja und 

Nein» der zu beidem Ja sagt, weil erst in beiden 
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susauaaen uas Ganse, die Wahrheit sieh fassen lasst*" 

2he burghers were questioning Aquinas ’ principles* 

man should work to earn money, but wealth should not 

he tiio object of trade? and charging interest on 

81 
money loans was sinful. i’heae principles, found 

in all Middle Age codes became subjects of much 

discussion during the final phase of the Middle Ages 

as bankers evolved and many of the "Stadtadel" 

accumulated great wealth* Yet the Meistersinger, 

either unaware of these new developements, which is 

quite impossible, but rather short-sighted to accept 

them, went on preaching their outdated Christian 

principles because the 'tabulatur had defined their 

purpose for being in Christian terms* 

the tabula tur, meant to unite the leister singer, 

contained the germ for the decay of the tradition* 

the Meister, as much as they believed they were 

continuing the fame of the Minnesinger, had neither 

understood the courtly poets nor their lyrics, but 

instead created a new type of songs altogether 

which reflected the dominant influence of the church 

over the people, and the sober, artisan atmosphere 

of the newly risen trading centers* 

80 
Friedrich Ranke, "Sum Pormwillen und hebens- 

gefuehl in der deutschen Dichtung des spaeten 
Mittelalters," Deutsche vierteljahresachrift, XVIII 
(1940), pp* 307-327* 

Stammler, “Buergerliche Dichtung," pp* 1-24* 



Ill conclusion, the Tabulator, or better, 

the underlying reasons for the need of a Tabulatur 

and its implications were the termites which per¬ 

forated Keistergesang from the very beginning, 

destroying from the inside, but giving no signs of 

degeneracy on the outside, until, all at once, 

beginning early in the sixteenth century, the 

outside structure gave way to the emptiness inside* 

One last word must be said* I have concentrated 

in this treatise on the corroding characteristics 

of leistergesang* There are, of course, many 

achievements of the era; but it was my purpose here 

to show some of the causes for its decay and their 

relationship to the Tabulatur. One might also ask, 

in spite of the mechanical, non-artistic approach 

of the leister, what it was that gave them distinction 

and a feeling of having achieved a cultural level; or, 

in the Meistersinger*s words, "what made them feel 

good about their activities?" The answers to this 

question will also be, in part, the answer to the 

question why leistergesang survived for such a long 

time, dost Ammanns' Standebuch, published in 1568, 

to which Hans Sachs wrote the rhymes, does not list 

leistergesang as one of the skills of that age, 

indicating to us that the sixteenth century did 

look upon leistergesang aj an art, and not a 4 

technical skill. The leistersinger themselves 
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always spoke of their activity as a "Kunst." 

"Musica die Singe Kunst: 1st eine garr Edle, Herr- 

liche, Lbbliche, Ehrliche, Liebliche, Krhfftige, 

Ntttzliche, NOttige vund Gottliche, wunderbare 
On 

freye Kunst*" In answer to the question of what 

gave the leister a feeling of accomplishment and 

the determination to continue Meistergesang, I will 

simply list a few suggestions: 

I* Because of this "poetic" activity, the 

Meistersinger felt accomplished in the field of 

culture, narrowing the gap between them and the 

nobility# 

II* Because of the great significance placed 

upon the "sieben freien Kttnste," the Meistersinger 

educated themselves and sought formal education in 

the "Klosterschulen*" This education added 

distinction to those practising Meistergesang# 

"Die artes liberales, die sieben freien Kttnste, 

d.h* die wissenschaften, erseheinen ihnen geradezu 

als Dienerinnen Oder TOchter der Dichtkunst: Ian 

muss sie beherrschen, urn gut dichten zu konnen* 

philosophi diu ist gezalt 
gar manicvalt, 
sie macht gesanc gar meisterlich gestalt 
und sol der tohter ein sin. 

Op 
*Nagel, "Porschungsmethodische Studie," p. 271* 

See also Nagel, Deutscher Meistersang, pp. 67-68. 

^Rosenfeld, p. 297* See also Burger, p. 23. 
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geomatria diu 1st ouch der kttnste schrin, 
Sie hat gewalt und treit des Lobes cleit. 
Grammatica die kunst die soil man brisen, 
sie lean gedanke wol ze worten wisen, 
beid stille und ouch gar lise 
slinz ich uf hie disen bunt. 
hie wirt iu kunt o. 
gesanges grunt in siben kttnste geleit, 4 

III. Removed from their "Werkstatt," the Meis- 

tersinger placed themselves in a formal atmosphere. 

The fact that they could belong to a ‘'private? organi¬ 

zation, that their names and songs were recorded in 

"large books," gave them a feeling of prestige and 

distinction, somewhat of an "upper" middle class. “ 

"... so sucht das Kleinbttrgertum der Handwerker sich 

vor allem von dem Stands abzusetzen, dem es der tra- 

ditionellen Standegruppierung nach zugerechnet wurde, 

85 
vom Baueratum." 

I?. The leistersingers* conviction of a religious 

mission here on earth added fervor to their endeavorsj 

they felt important as teachers of moral standards 

and as authorities and interpreters of church dogma, 

and they enjoyed sanctions of the church. 

V. The Meister also believed their work to be a 

guarantee to salvation* 

Ich wolt ouch nimmer me erwinden, 
ich sunge mich in den obersten tron 
ze gotes rehten hende, da wuerde ouch uns der Ion 
den wir so schone verdienet han mit schalle: 

^Bartsch, song Ho* 47, pp. 7-18. 

^Rosenfeld, p. 286, 
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als sprachen ie die wisen liute alle. 
ez wil got wol gevallen 
daz wir so rehte wol getihtet han: 
des wil uns Crist von hiramelrich dort geben den 

ewigen lon*^° 

VI. The Meistersinger took it to be their 

obligation and honor to keep alive a tradition of 

their ancestors. Prom this attitude Grimm concluded 

that the city was one of the major reasons why 

Meistergesang existed for such a long time: "Nirgends 

hatte der sinkende Meistergesang''—and it will be 

remembered that Grimm meant Minnegesang, since to 

him Meistergesang was just the second half of 

Minnegesang,—”so lange gehalten; wenn er nicht in 

die deutsehen Stadte gelangt ware, wo die wohlhabenden 

Burger ee sioh zur Ehre ersahen, dass sie die Kunst 

87 
einiger ihrer Vorfahren nicht ausgehen liessen." * 

86 
Bartsch, song 86, p. 32. 

87 Grimm, pp. 33-34. 
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